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Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers
This latest edition of the Survey analyzes current economic
and social developments in the region against the
background of events in the world economy. It also focuses
on the serios problems of growth and transformation of the
area's least developed and Pacific Island developing
economies.
Economic Development in the Long Run CRC Press
Due to their environmental and efficiency
characteristics fuel cells are promising
technological solutions for many energy related
applications (stationary power generation,
vehicle propulsion, portable equipment). This
book describes the economic dynamics of fuel
cells by analyzing their diffusion perspectives
as well as the strategic and organisational
arrangements designed to promote their
development. The costs, risks and economic
stakes of fuel cell technologies require both a
sustained involvement from public entities and
the setting up of innovation networks with a
large variety of heterogeneous actors. This
context corresponds to a new space for
technological competition located at the
intersection between firms, networks and
national/regional systems of innovation. The
book presents a comprehensive analysis of this
cooperation/competition phenomenon through
different theoretical and empirical
investigations.

Forum World Bank Publications
Nearly fifty years after independence, India remains a very poor
country. It ranks near the bottom in terms of per capita income,
and is similarly placed in the Human Development Index which
measures social well-being. Economic growth in India has been
less than half that of China or even other countries in Asia. And
governments, at the Centre as well as in the states, are close to
insolvency. The reason for our spectacular underachievement lies
in the continuation of policies which had a certain validity as a
response to the colonial experience, but which have long outlived
their usefulness. The global economic scene has changed
dramatically since they were formulated, and we must respond to
the new realities. Bimal Jalan, the well known economist and
present Governor of the RBI, in this lucid and well-argued book,
makes a case for governments doing what they alone can best do,

and less of what they cannot do effectively. 'One of the most lucid
and lay-reader-accessible books to have been penned by an Indian
economist.' --Outlook 'One cannot but agree with most of the
suggestions made by Mr Jalan.' following the reforms process
closely.' --Business India 'Jalan marshals a formidable array of
facts to convey the general failure of the avowed mission of
planning in India and the public sector's abysmal failure in
particular.' --The Telegraph
1988 Economic Report of the President Springer
John P. Burke provides a detailed and comprehensive
account of the four US presidential transitions from
Jimmy Carter to Bill Clinton, exploring how each president-
elect prepared to take office and links those preparations
to the performance and effectiveness of the new
administration.
China's Economic Transformation Cambridge University Press
This report responds to the mandate for the Committee �to
monitor, investigate, and report on the national security implications
of the bilateral trade and economic relationship between the U.S.
and the People�s Republic of China.� Includes detailed treatment
of investigations of the following areas: The U.S.-China Trade and
Economic Relationship; China�s Activities Directly Affecting U.S.
Security Interests; China in Asia; China�s Media and Information
Controls -- The Impact in China and the U.S.; Comprehensive List
of the Commission�s Recommendations; Additional Views of
Commissioners; Appendices. Charts and tables.
The Economic Review Routledge
In the past six years, the world's fishery sector has reached a turning
point with global fish production reaching a plateau of
approximately 100 million tons annually. While aquaculture output
continued to grow, yields from capture fisheries were uneven and
showed increasing signs of stagnation because of widespread
overfishing and overcapitalization, ineffective management,
deteriorating resource health, declining or flat global harvests, and
inefficient economic and trade policies. This paper examines the role
of subsidies in fisheries.
Subsidies in World Fisheries MIT Press
This volume covers the first half of the 20th century when Japan's economic
modernization brought the country into the circle of world powers between the
two world wars.
Pacific Economic Bulletin DIANE Publishing
Based on new archival research, this is the first comprehensive study of the
failure of international co-operation to combat the Great Depression. The
book explores the impact of protectionism, reparations and war debts, as
well as the more well known disagreements on monetary issues which,
together, helped to prolong the most profound economic depression of
the twentieth century. The economic and diplomatic lessons drawn from
this period by the major powers - particularly German intelligence as to
the deep divisions in Anglo-American economic relations - also provide
an important contribution to understanding the origins of the Second
World War and the diplomatic and economic order created in its
aftermath.
Report to Congress of the U. S. -China Economic and Security Review
Commission Penguin Books India
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This paper focuses mainly on official bilateral and multilateral financing for
countries that have rescheduled their debts to official bilateral creditors. In
contrast to the approaches taken by private lenders, official creditors have
continued to provide new financing on a large scale to countries with debt-
servicing difficulties that implement adjustment and reform programs.
Financial support bas been provided through a wide variety of instruments
and channels. For the low-income rescheduling countries as a group, total
financial assistance has been about as large as these countries' own export
earnings in every year since 1986. The recent trends in official financing
have important ramifications for developing countries. Access to external
financing from official sources is likely to remain high for those countries
whose adjustment and reform efforts provide assurances that resources will
be used efficiently. Conversely, countries with uneven records of policy
implementation (particularly as regards payments arrears) are likely to find
difficulty in attracting financial support.
Transitional Economic Systems Cambridge University Press
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (BPEA) provides academic and
business economists, government officials, and members of the financial and
business communities with timely research on current economic issues.
Contents: On Secular Stagnation in the Industrialized World, Lukasz Rachel and
Lawrence H. Summers A Forensic Examination of China's National Accounts,
Wei Chen, Xilu Chen, Chang-Tai Hsieh, and Zheng Song A Unified Approach
to Measuring u*, Richard K. Crump, Stefano Eusepi, Maric Giannoni, and Ays
�egül S �ahin Fiscal Space and the Aftermath of Financial Crises: How It
Matters and Why, Christina D. Romer and David H. Romer Okun Revisited:
Who Benefits Most from a Strong Economy? Stephanies R. Aaronson, Mary C.
Daly, William L. Wascher, and David W. Wilcox On the Economics of a
Carbon Tax for the United States, Gilbert E. Metcalf
Economics and Ecological Risk Assessment Oxford University Press,
USA
Now available in a fully-revised and updated third edition, thisestablished
textbook provides a penetrating and comprehensiveanalysis of the
historical, institutional, and theoretical factorsthat have contributed to
China’s economic success. Includes coverage of China’s foreign
investments, tradewith regional partners, Chinese human capital, and
bureaucraticeconomic institutions Covers a diverse set of important
issues, includingenvironmental restraints, income distribution, rural
poverty, theeducation system, healthcare, exchange rate policies,
monetarypolicies, and financial regulation Accessibly written and
intelligently organized to offer astraightforward guide to China’s
economic evolution Written by a lauded economist, researcher, and
advisor togovernment officials in mainland China and Taiwan
The Economic History of Japan, 1600-1990: Economic history of
Japan, 1914-1955 : a dual structure Edward Elgar Publishing
With contributions from a wide array of economists, ecologists, and
government agency professionals, Economics and Ecological Risk
Assessment: Applications to Watershed Management provides a
multidisciplinary approach to environmental decision-making at a
watershed level. It introduces the fields of ecological risk assessment
(ERA) and economic ana
Economic Analysis, Moral Philosophy, and Public Policy Springer Science &
Business Media
Harry S Truman is best remembered as the President who witnessed the swift
arrival of the Cold War in the tumultuous years after World War Two. Little
however has been written to show that he was also the populist President who set
the political economic course for the United States to win it merely 40 years
later. In this timely biography, E Ray Canterbery captures the spirit of the man,
who first and foremost, was a politician who crafted political progams such as
the Fair Deal program, full-employment program, New Deal program,
reconversion, stabilization, and agriculture progams through the lens of
progressiveness. He focuses on Truman's populist economics by charting
Truman's early years, the makings of his populist character, his beginnings in
Washington, Communism and the Truman Doctrine, the campaign of 1948, the
Marshall Plan, the firing of General MacArthur, and the Korean War. While the
economic aspects of his term were fundamentally that of war and peace,
Canterbery analyses in great depth Truman's economic policies and
instruments, such as the Employment Act of 1946 and the President's Council of
Economic Advisers (CEA) — results of Truman's presidency that other authors
of books on Truman have largely ignored. Harry S Truman: The Economics of a

Populist President shows how Truman should be remembered: As a progressive
politician whose populist policies rank him among the “near great” Presidents
in the tradition of William Jennings Bryan, Theodore Roosevelt, and Woodrow
Wilson. Contents:IntroductionThe Early YearsThe Political Making of a
PopulistMr Truman Goes to WashingtonThe Economics of War and PeaceThe
Employment Act of 1946 and the President's Council of Economic
AdvisersCommunism and the Truman DoctrineThe Populist Campaign of
1948The Marshall PlanTruman's Defining Test: The Korean WarAfterward
Readership: Economic historians, researchers, students and members of the
public who are interested in American history and the early origins of the Cold
War. Keywords:Harry S Truman;Bessie Wallace (Mrs Truman);the Whistle-
Stop Campaign;President's Council of Econmics Advisers (CEA);Employment
Act of 1946;Progressive populist;Progressivism;McCarthyism;War and
peace;Democrats;Republicans;Keynesian economics;Communism;Iron
Curtain;Stalin;New Deal;Truman Doctrine;Marshall Plan;Korean Warl Cold
War;George C Marshall;Dwight D Eisenhower;Gerhard Colm;World War
One;World War Two;Great Depression;Roaring TwentiesKey Features:Devotes
much attention and detail to the economic aspects of Truman during his time in
OfficeTruman's lasting legacy was that of his populism and his ability to connect
with the common American man; this is explained in detail in this bookThis
book will show how political economic strategies early on in the Cold War
helped the United States eventually win it by the 1990s; it will show how Truman
led the way in laying a good foundation for America's Cold Warrior stance
The Routledge Handbook of Environmental Economics in Asia
Routledge
This 2006 book shows through accessible argument and numerous
examples how understanding moral philosophy can improve
economic analysis, how moral philosophy can benefit from
economists' analytical tools, and how economic analysis and moral
philosophy together can inform public policy. Part I explores
rationality and its connections to morality. It argues that in defending
their model of rationality, mainstream economists implicitly espouse
contestable moral principles. Part II concerns welfare, utilitarianism
and standard welfare economics, while Part III considers important
moral notions that are left out of standard welfare economics, such as
freedom, rights, equality, and justice. Part III also emphasizes the
variety of moral considerations that are relevant to evaluating
policies. Part IV then introduces technical work in social choice
theory and game theory that is guided by ethical concepts and
relevant to moral theorizing. Chapters include recommended
readings and the book includes a glossary of relevant terms.
Economic Statistics in Defense Mobilization Brookings Institution Press
Contributing to a convergence of legal and economic approaches, The
Economics of Antitrust and Regulation in Telecommunications integrates
economic theory into current EU antitrust policy within the sector. The book
addresses the role of competition and regulatory policies on a number of key
issues in telecommunications, such as market definition, collective dominance,
access to networks, and allocation of scarce resources.
Tax Aspects of the President's Economic Program World Scientific
An accessible account of the role of the modern university in the creation of
economics During the late nineteenth century concerns about international
commercial rivalry were often expressed in terms of national provision for
training and education, and the role of universities in such provision. It was in
this context that the modern university discipline of economics emerged. The
first undergraduate economics program was inaugurated in Cambridge in 1903;
but this was merely a starting point. Constructing Economic Science charts the
path through commercial education to the discipline of economics and the
creation of an economics curriculum that could then be replicated around the
world. Rather than describing this transition epistemologically, as a process of
theoretical creation, Keith Tribe shows how the new "science" of economics was
primarily an institutional creation of the modern university. He demonstrates
how finance, student numbers, curricula, teaching, new media, the demands of
employment, and more broadly, the international perception that industrializing
economies required a technically-skilled workforce, all played their part in
shaping economics as we know it today. This study explains the conditions
originally shaping the science of economics, providing in turn a foundation for
an understanding of the way in which this new language transformed public
policy.
Economic Reform and Dvelopment Routledge
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This book shows through argument and numerous policy-related examples how
understanding moral philosophy can improve economic analysis, how moral
philosophy can benefit from economists' analytical tools, and how economic
analysis and moral philosophy together can inform public policy. Part I explores
the idea of rationality and its connections to ethics, arguing that when they
defend their formal model of rationality, most economists implicitly espouse
contestable moral principles. Part II addresses the nature and measurement of
welfare, utilitarianism and cost-benefit analysis. Part III discusses freedom, rights,
equality, and justice - moral notions that are relevant to evaluating policies, but
which have played little if any role in conventional welfare economics. Finally,
Part IV explores work in social choice theory and game theory that is relevant to
moral decision making. Each chapter includes recommended reading and
discussion questions.
The 1976 Economic Report of the President United Nations
This title was first published in 2000: There has been considerable
academic interest in the innovative development programme taking place
in Kerala, India. Much has been published on the specific "achievements"
of the programme, such as literacy, health care, communication and
demographic indicators. However, lurking beneath the surface are the
harsh realities of chronic unemployment, poverty and deprivation among
the elderly and weaker sections of the society, the oppression of women
and the inefficiency of the government. These problems are revealed in
this book through in-depth empirical research undertaken by a native
Keralan. In the light of this material, this text questions whether the Kerala
model of development should indeed be regarded as worth emulation.
India's Economic Policy International Monetary Fund
Voitovich presents a clear and lucid discussion of the manner and
form in which international economic organizations (IEOs)
participate in two main stages of the international legal process: law
making and law implementation. The book is based on normative
instruments and fragments of practice of about fifty IEOs. In order to
ensure a proper and timely realization of their normative acts, IEOs
exercise a number of law implementing functions which are subject
to a thorough comparative examination. The author concludes that
existing IEOs, not being ideal institutional models, possess a
sufficient arsenal of law implementing instruments to make a
considerable impact on the international legal regulations in the
economic field. The book will be of interest to academics and
economic political scientists.
Enlarging economic doctrine Lynne Rienner Publishers
Papers presented at the Seminar: Emerging Trends in Indian Economy, held at
Amritsar during 28-29 March 1997 and Seminar: Economic Reforms in India,
held at Jalandhar during 3-4 April 1998.
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